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December 14, 2022

TWU Allied Aviation members,

Your Local 513 Negotiations committee met with corporate negotiators from Allied Aviation December 6th and 7th. The committee made counter offers to weak proposals made by Allied. Unfortunately, Allied rejected our counters and proposed what we consider to be inferior and concessionary offers.

The committee refuses to bring back a contract that does not address our members monetary needs, provide a clearer path to arbitration, and fails to address daily manpower shortages. We will continue to fight for better wages, better working conditions, and greater respect from management. These negotiations are difficult. Allied management is unwilling to negotiate a contract that truly benefits its employees. We ask our members to remain united through this battle. Our strength and unity are our greatest weapons. We will not stop until we secure a contract worthy of our members. We will meet again in early January to negotiate terms and present our proposals.

Fraternally,

Greg Cosey
President
TWU Local 513